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Explaining Social Constructivism
Shaughan A. Keaton & Graham D. Bodie

Courses: Communication Theory; Interpersonal Communication or any course that

teaches components of social constructivism
Objectives: (1) Students will understand what are and are not social constructs

Rationale

Anderson and Baym (2004) present three ontological clusters within communication

studies, namely foundationalist, communicative, and discursive. Within two of the

positions*the communicative and the discursive*existence is shifted from

‘‘the material and biological to the domain of language and action,’’ and the real is

reconceptualized ‘‘not as preexistent, but as socially constructed . . . contingent upon

communicative contexts’’ (p. 602). Even within the foundationalist perspective,

language plays an active role as referential to observable phenomena. When issues of

the real are discussed, especially within communication scholarship that primarily

focuses on social as opposed to material reality, the terminology social constructivism

(SC) is often invoked (see Phillips, 2000). Given then the influence of social

constructivist thinking within communication scholarship, it is crucial that students

in communication theory classes accurately grasp the nature of social constructs.

Many versions of SC maintain that objects exist only after they enter commu-

nicative space. At one level an object’s existence is determined through an individual’s

sensory perception; through communicative acts, both intra- and interpersonally,

they are defined and eventually embody meaning. The social process of defining the

object (i.e., its construction) enables it to exist in a social context, to have meaning.

Given this SC position, the confusion often surrounds just exactly what is being

socially constructed: It isn’t the physical composition of an object (i.e., its material

arrangement) that is brought into existence, but its social composition, the ideas

which define that object within a social context. In other words, communication

changes how objects are perceived and the range of potential meanings they can

embody.
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The nature of social constructs and what counts as a social construct were largely

misunderstood by students in our senior-level communication theory course during

the fall of 2010. After an introductory lecture that introduced constructivism as a

philosophical perspective with three primary assumptions (see Lindlof, 2008),

students expressed a primary confusion about the nature of reality construction.

In particular, student comments indicated confusion about the nature of meaning as

materially fixed versus meaning as an activity of humans. With the activity we outline

below, students should come to understand the central role of communication in

causing an idea to be regarded as true and the role communicative acts play in

creating shared interpretation.

Activity

Preparation

Prior to running the activity, instructors should first introduce SC as a philosophical

orientation influencing the study of communication. We based our lecture on the

readings presented in the bibliography. Second, instructors should identify the any

confusion about SC. To the extent that students are confused about the nature of

reality construction, this activity is applicable and can be modified accordingly.

Third, the instructor should plan for audio and visual technology to be available to

present the lesson in class. Prepare visual examples*in PowerPoint slides, for

instance*of categories of social constructs. We chose categories that were highly

salient to our students which included value, sport, advertising, and gender. If the

instructor chooses sport, it will be necessary to obtain audio files of fight songs for

your school and your school’s main rival (see http://fightmusic.com/). Finally,

following the display of each slide, instructors should construct questions like those

shown in Table 1 to help generate discussion.

Part 1. The first part of the activity involves displaying the four categories of social

constructs through a series of PowerPoint slides along with questions that students

are asked to answer wherever they take notes. Each slide (or series of slides in the case

of sport and advertising) is displayed and students are given one minute to jot their

answers to the question posed.

To display the social construction of value, pair two automobiles of similar quality

but vastly differently prices. Our slide contained a Honda Accord alongside

a Mercedes sedan of comparable size. Above the pictures, display the question

‘‘Which is more valuable?’’ In general, the illustration portrays how the value of two

objects is often arbitrary and swayed by social perception. Even though an Accord

and a Mercedes sedan might be able to be driven for the same amount of miles with

similar maintenance, the Mercedes is considered a more valuable car and

consequently costs much more than the Honda.

Slides for sport should begin by displaying the logo for a hated sport team rival of

your school; after a brief delay, this team’s fight song should play. After the song,

a slide that includes your school’s logo should appear along with the appropriate fight
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song. When the song finishes a slide should appear that reads ‘‘Describe your feelings

after seeing and hearing what you did.’’ Our students indicatied feeling revulsion for

the rival team and a positive affect for the home team; similar effects should result by

varying the teams per area and school.

For advertising, choose two items that are close in actual composition but

marketed very differently. Our choices were prune and plum juice. First, show

a picture of a prune with the question ‘‘How do you feel about prunes?’’ Most

opinions should reflect negativity or undesirability. Next, display a slide portraying

prune juice with a similar question. Comparable comments should follow. Next,

show a picture of plums with the question and a picture of plum juice and the

question. Because plums are commonly regarded as more desirable, the opinions

should not be as disparaging. Since prunes are simply dried plums, and the juice is

the same although marketed differently, this example reiterates how social construc-

tions can influence our choices and even physiological responses ranging from disgust

to hunger.

Table 1 Recommended Discussion Questions

Part 1: Value
Which automobile is more valuable? Why?
What characteristics make one more valuable than another?

Part 2: Sport
What did you feel when you saw the logos?
What do you think the students at the other school would feel?
Why did you feel what you felt?

Part 3: Advertising
What do you think of the first item?
In what situations would you utilize the first item?
What do you think of the second item?
In what situations would you utilize the second item?
Why would one not use item one in the second situation and vice versa?

Part 4: Gender
What do you call this person?
How would you treat this person?
Which restroom would this person utilize?
Would it make you uncomfortable? Why?
What are some examples of ideas that differ culturally?

Table 2 Example of a Take-Home Assignment

Include the following example:
No matter how intensely one wishes to be of a different height, simply wishing for or thinking

about the compositional change of their physical matter will not alter their actual measurable
height. However, the perception of the individual’s height could change between cultural locations,
as the words ‘‘tall’’ and ‘‘short’’ are relative. For instance, a 5 foot 10 inches tall man might be
observed and discussed as ‘‘tall’’ in Nepal but as ‘‘short’’ in Kenya. Your assignment is to find
another social construction that has different contextual meaning in differing situations
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The last social construct is gender. Select a picture of an individual with blended

characteristics that typically signify gender, including, but not exclusively, long hair,

soft features, make-up, breasts for females and facial and chest hair for men

(search Google pictures for examples). Above the picture, display the questions

‘‘What do you call this person?’’ and ‘‘How do you treat this person?’’

Part 2. The second part of the activity involves discussing answers to the posed

questions. For value, although possible answers may vary depending upon whether

the student places a higher value upon reliability or monetary worth, most students

will likely choose the Mercedes if emphasis is placed upon monetary significance; it

demonstrates the social quality of that constructed value. This illustration is

especially useful in conveying communication as a process of acting upon

information; the cognitive schema created and stored about each automobile brand

aids individuals in their personal preferences concerning which car they would

choose to own regardless of what could be empirically measured about them.

For sport, focus the discussion on the often arbitrary nature of ‘‘friend’’ and

‘‘rival,’’ while also elaborating how the constructs can change: Currently the hated

rival may be the Crimson Tide but only five years ago it may have been a different

school such as the Gators of the University of Florida. Given that the actual players

experience the notion of ‘‘rival,’’ the fans and spectators*who do not actually play in

the game*also feel it, which reinforces the idea that the concept is arbitrary and

constructed through a communicative process or experience.

For advertising, explain how marketing changes the image of ‘‘prune juice,’’ which

is a useful way to discuss how socially constructed aspects of this product might

affect sales to particular constituent audiences. The example elaborates how an

undesirable trait may be communicated and how it has the ability to become

problematic. Take the time to elucidate how the physical composition of the fruit and

juice were not altered but rather it was perceptions through communicative acts that

were changed.

Finally, for gender, guide the discussion in a way that reveals how individuals are

treated differently according to gendered expectations. For instance, if a parent were

to dress an infant boy in clothing typically reserved for infant girls, the child would

be handled in a gentler manner. The social construction of gender highlights the

importance of nonverbal communication in affecting behavioral responses.

Debriefing

Once the discussion of value, sport, advertising, and gender is complete, it should

move on to a more general explanation of how the activity illustrates a basic tenet of

social constructivism: Meaning and our perceptions of ‘‘reality’’ are socially

constructed; our ideas about the real, in turn, influence our behaviour, including

how we communicate with others. Through this process we define objects, enabling

them to exist in a social context. Then, assign a follow-up assignment that asks

students to discover their own social constructs. Instruct students to search the

internet for items that take on different characteristics in varying cultural contexts.
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These assignments could be posted onto an online forum for instructor evaluation or

brought to class as a hard copy. Select the most apt, most egregiously off the mark,

and most common examples for review. This part of the process is meant to separate

socially constructed ideas from ones of mere opinion or preference, and further from

ones of ‘‘wishing’’ objects into being. Dialogue should enhance the distinction and

reinforce the communicative nature of shared interpretation, especially in the

instances of oft-repeated examples.

Appraisal

This activity is applicable in virtually any communication theory course that grapples

with theories founded upon social constructivism principles. The activity aids most

students in the separation of different types of perceptions which are socially

constructed and facilitates their ability to distinguish between constructing ideas that

influence perception and straw-person arguments against social constructivism

involving ‘‘thinking’’ physical objects into being or altering their physical composi-

tion with thought.

The material is easily adapted for various settings and can be modified for different

course objectives. More examples can easily be added or subtracted as time permits.

One minor obstacle involves many students only slightly altering class examples in

their take-home assignments, so it was not clear in those instances whether

understanding was complete. The activity overall is highly conducive to most

classroom settings and the timeframe can be easily altered to suit almost any duration

necessary; our particular activity lasted approximately 20 minutes for the first day,

and we took an additional five minutes the following class period to discuss the

take-home answers, which were submitted online and graded prior to the next class

period. Instructors can easily adapt the examples to suit the particular culture of their

geographic location and/or school.
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